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Overview
This demo illustrates how Oracle Accounts Payable (A/P) as part of Financial Analytics, can provide important
insight into the performance of key areas such as Days Payables Outstanding (DPO), % AP overdue,
effectiveness of accounts payable staff, payment performance and detailed supplier report. The insight gained
from these analyses can be transformed into strategic decisions and actions that can lead to improved financial
performance and profitable results.

This demo is built around an enterprise called PCS Computing. PCS Computing is a large computer hardware
company that rose to market leadership based on its leading edge technology. Recently the company has embarked
on analyzing supplier payables performance and taking corrective actions to improve the cash outflow situation.
We pick up the demo scenario where the Controller Alexis Franks is tasked by the CFO to perform the following:
• Maximize the cash flow of the firm.
• Maximize the discount from vendor without affecting supply chain operations.
Say / Show This
Do This
1
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Sign on as user
AFRANKS/ AFRANKS

2

2

Navigate to
Financials>Payables>
Overview dashboard
page.
Review Payables Key
Performance Indicators,
DPO, % AP Overdue,
Payables Snapshot,
Payment Performance
and Invoice Transactions
Efficiency.
Select “Payment Due”
Guided Navigation Link
to drill down to
Payments Due page on
the same dashboard.

Alexis signs in and sees the Overview dashboard page. This page contains the key
metrics and reports that give her a complete summary of what is happening with A/P
including DPO, % of A/P Overdue, Payable Snapshot with a list of key performance
indicators, Invoice Transactions Efficiency as well as Payment Performance. Accounts
payable generally represents the single most current liability on the balance sheet, and
managing this cash outflow is vital to the managing of working capital.
Alexis is concerned about the short term cash needs to support her firm’s operations so
she carefully starts analyzing various measures that reveal her firm’s supplier payment
performance.
She can easily filter the information displayed on the page by selecting the desired
fiscal year or quarter in the global filter at the top of the page. Also, Alexis is provided
with conditional alerts that trigger, in this case, because the % Overdue Balance has
exceeded the acceptable threshold.
Her goal is to have enough cash for supplier payments due and overdue to ensure that
it does not affect the products and/or services necessary for the supply chain
operations.
In the process, she follows the link Payment Due, which takes her to the right area to
continue her analysis of this issue.
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Payment Due page of
Payables dashboard
displays AP Payments
Due Aging Report, AP
Payments Overdue
Aging Report, Top 10
Suppliers by Payment
Due in Current Quarter
and Top 10 Suppliers by
Overdue Amounts .
Within AP Payments
Overdue Aging Report,
the botton half offers
insight into details for
each past due bucket.
Select AP Overdue
1-30 amount.

In the Payment Due page of Payables dashboard, she can analyze additional details
pertaining to supplier payment due and overdue aging report. Looking at the AP
Payments Overdue Aging Report, she observes that AP Overdue 1-30 Amount of
$2,761,541 for the 4th quarter of 2005 is unexpectedly high and decides to get more
information.
She is interested in knowing the total break up of $2,761,541 by supplier so clicks on
AP Overdue 1-30 amount.
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Use the back arrow
button of the browser to
go back to
Payments Due page of
the Payables dashboard.

She takes a look at the supplier names and their respective AP Overdue 1-30 Amount.
Alexis now has the ability to easily drill down to purchase invoice transactions for each
supplier or she can simply scroll down to see all the purchase invoice transactions for
the aging bucket 1-30 days.
She takes a few notes here on the supplier, GE Plastics, with the largest overdue
balances – she will ask her account payable analyst to review and follow up.
She then decides to go back to the payments Due Page of Payables dashboard to
continue her analysis.
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Select Top 10 Suppliers
by Overdue Amounts
and then select
Advanced Network
Devices supplier name.

In looking at the Top 10 Suppliers by Overdue Amounts, she realizes that Advanced
Network Devices supplier has the highest AP Overdue Amount.
In AP Payments Due by Payment Due Date pane, she also notices the division of total
outstanding supplier payments into Overdue and Not Overdue category.
Concerned with this huge outstanding amount, she clicks on the Advanced Network
Devices link to drill down to Supplier Report page of Payables Dashboard.
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In the AP Payments
Overdue Aging Report
by Supplier pane, select
AP Overdue 1-30
Amount.

The link takes her directly to a page containing a summary view of vital supplier
payable information like DPO, aging reports, AP Payments Due and Overdue for
Advanced Network Devices.
She notes that the AP Overdue 1-30 Amount is the largest outstanding amount so she
decides to drill down to all the purchase invoice transactions for Advanced Network
Devices under AP Overdue 1-30 Amount.
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Use the back arrow
button on the web
browser to navigate to
Effectiveness page of
Payables dashboard.

Here she observes all the purchase invoice transactions of Advanced Network Devices
supplier within AP Overdue 1-30 days. She can see all the details of the transactions
that make up the large overdue amount – She makes few notes to support her
business decision to look into Advanced Network Devices payables.
Alex finds it very handy to have the ability to drill down from the high level AP
performance indicators at the company level to a detailed purchase invoice transaction
for a particular supplier.
She now really feels confident about her decisions and has all of the underlying details
to take corrective action.
She now wants spend sometime on gaining insight into the effectiveness of payable
analysts in managing purchase invoice processing and payment accounts.
Her goal is to ensure that payments are made according to cash management
strategies and payable analysts are not overwhelmed with accounts.
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In the Staff Productivity
Report pane, select Amy
Ray User Name.

Here she can analyze payable staff effectiveness by looking at Invoice Transactions
Efficiency, Top 10 Suppliers by # of Invoices, Staff Productivity Report and Number of
Adjustments (AP Credit or Debit memos).
She carefully analyzes the key performance indicators of payable staff and decides to
drill down to Staff Productivity Report for information on purchase invoice trends for
one of the payables analysts, Amy May.
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Here she can look at the Staff Productivity Report Trending by payable analyst.
She notes that Amy Ray in payable invoice department has been dealing with
increasing number of purchase invoice year over year.
She decides to speak with Amy and her manager to find if this increase in number of
purchase invoices is creating unsustainable workload on Amy.
10

Summary:
What you have seen today is a demonstration of how Oracle Payables Analytics can
enable organizations to make better and timely decisions by delivering analytics to the
enterprise.
Oracle BI applications provide pre-built solutions that dramatically decrease the cost
and risk of any analytics implementation and a robust, flexible environment that allows
end users, not IT developers, to quickly create their own reports, dashboards, alerts
and indicators through an easy to use web interface. This technology, combined with
our robust back-end infrastructure and pre-configured analytic applications, allow
organizations of all sizes to rapidly implement analytic solutions to meet their current
needs, while at the same time providing a scalable infrastructure that can adapt to their
needs in the future.
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Overview
This demo illustrates how Oracle Accounts Receivable (A/R) as part of Financial Analytics, can provide
important insight into the performance of key areas such as Days Sales Outstanding (DSO), payments over
due, receivable process effectiveness and customer payment performance. The insight gained from these
analyses can be transformed into strategic decisions and actions that can lead to improved financial
performance and profitable results.

This demo is built around an enterprise called PCS Computing. PCS Computing is a large computer hardware
company that rose to market leadership based on its leading edge technology. Recently the company has embarked
on analyzing customer receivable performance and taking corrective actions to improve payments past due situation.
We pick up the demo scenario where the Controller Alexis Franks is tasked by the CFO to perform the following:
• Maximize the cash flow of the firm.
• Control or manage the financial risk of the firm.
Say / Show This
Do This
1
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Sign on as user
AFRANKS / AFRANKS

2

2

Navigate to
Financials>Receivables>
Overview dashboard
page.
Review Receivables Key
Performance Indicators,
DSO vs Industry Best,
Payment Performance
and AR Overdue
Payments Overview.
Select “Payments Due”
Guided Navigation Link
to drill down to
Payments Due page on
the same dashboard.

Alexis signs in and sees the Overview dashboard page. This page contains the key
metrics and reports that give her a complete summary of what is happening with A/R,
including a KPI dashboard, DSO, and an overview of a large risk area, AR Overdue
Payments. Accounts receivable, a current asset on the balance sheet, provides major
source of drain on firm’s net working capital.
Alexis is primarily concerned about the short term cash needs to support her firm’s
operations so she carefully starts analyzing various measures that reveal the customer
payment performance.
She can easily filter the information displayed on the page by selecting the desired
fiscal year or quarter in the global filter at the top of the page. Also, Alexis is provided
with conditional alerts that trigger, in this case, because the % Overdue Balance has
exceeded the acceptable threshold.
Although she was satisfied with her firm’s receivable performance trend last month, this
alert link immediately catches her attention and she decides to look further into it.
She clicks on the link, which takes her to the right area to continue her analysis of this
issue
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Payment Due page of
Receivables dashboard
displays AR Payments
Due Aging Report, AR
Payments Overdue
Aging Report, Top 10
Customers by Overdue
Balances and Top 10
Customers by Payments
Due in Current Quarter.
Within AR Payments
Overdue Aging Report,
the botton half offers
insight into details for
each past due bucket.
Select AR Overdue
31-60 Amount.

In the Payments Due page of the Receivables dashboard, Alexis can see some
additional details pertaining to customer payment due and overdue aging report.
Looking at the AR Overdue 31-60 Amount of the 3rd quarter of 2005, she sees that it is
unexpectedly high and decides to get more information.
She is interested in knowing the total break up of $3,333,835 by customer so clicks on
the number to get more information.
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Use the back arrow
button of the browse to
go back to
Payments Due page of
the Receivables
dashboard.

She takes a look at the customer names and their respective AR Overdue 31-60
Amounts. Alexis has the ability to easily drill down to invoice transactions for each
customer or she can simply scroll down to see all the invoice transactions for the aging
bucket 31-60 days.
She takes a few notes here on the customers with the largest overdue balances - she
will ask her analyst to review and follow up.
She then decides to go back to the Payments Due page of Receivables dashboard to
continue her analysis.
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Select Top 10
Customers by Payments
Due in Current Quarter
and select World of
Business customer
name.

In looking at the Top 10 Customers by Payments Due in Current Quarter, she realizes
that World of Business customer has the highest AR Due Amount.
Concerned with this huge outstanding amount, she clicks on the World of Business link
to drill down to Customer Report page of Receivables dashboard.
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In the AR Overdue Aging
Report pane, select AR
Overdue 31-60 Amount.

The link takes her directly to a page containing a summary view of vital customer
receivable information like DSO/AR Balance, % Credit Limit Used, AR Due and
Overdue Aging Reports for World of Business.
She notes that the AR Overdue 31-60 amount is the largest outstanding amount so she
decides to drill down to all the invoice transactions for World of Business customer
under AR Overdue 31-60 Amount.
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Use the back arrow
button on the web
browse to navigate to
Effectiveness page of
Receivable dashboard.

Here she observes all the invoice transactions of World of Business within AR Overdue
31-60 days. She can see all the details of the transactions that make up the large
overdue amount – she makes few notes to support her business decision to take
special collection action with World of Business.
Alexis finds it very handy to have the ability drill down from the high level AR
performance indicators at a company level to the detailed invoice transaction for a
particular customer.
She now really feels confident about her decisions and has all of the underlying details
to take corrective action.
She now wants to spend sometime on gaining insight into the effectiveness of the
collections analysts in managing invoice processing and collection accounts.
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In the Staff Productivity
Report pane, select
guided navigation link
Aging Report by
Collector.

Here she can analyze receivable staff effectiveness by looking at Top 10 Customers by
# of invoices, Staff Productivity Report, number of AR credit or debit adjustments as
well as invoice management efficiency by employee.
She carefully analyzes the key performance indicators for receivable staff and decides
to drill down to Aging Report by Collector for more exact information.
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Select Collector Name
equal to Jamie and
aging bucket equal to
AR 61-90 Amount.

Here she can look at the aging report by collections analyst, broken down into aging
buckets. She notes that Jamie has about $386,496,347 in the 60-90 days bucket.
She decides to print this report and keep it with her so she can meet with Jamie and
coach her to be more effective.
Before the meeting, she wants to have all the details so she drills down to the individual
invoices that make up this large outstanding amount.
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She carefully analyzes invoice transactions for all the customers handled by Jamie.
She now feels confident that she has all of the necessary details to better coach Jamie
to be more effective.
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Summary:
What you have seen today is a demonstration of how Oracle Receivables Analytics can
enable organizations to make better and timely decisions by delivering analytics to the
enterprise.
Oracle BI Applications provide pre-built solutions that dramatically decrease the cost
and risk of an analytics implementation and a robust, flexible environment that allows
end users, not IT developers, to quickly create their own reports, dashboards, alerts
and indicators through an easy to use web interface. This technology, combined with
our robust back-end infrastructure and pre-configured analytic applications, allow
organizations of all sizes to rapidly implement analytic solutions to meet their current
needs, while at the same time providing a scalable infrastructure that can adapt to their
needs in the future.
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Overview
This demo illustrates how Oracle General Ledger (G/L) Analytics as part of Financial Analytics, can provide
important insight into the performance of key areas such as P&L, Expenses, Balance Sheet, Cash Cycle and
organization’s liquidity. The insight gained from these analyses can be transformed into strategic decisions and
actions that can lead to improved financial performance and profitable results.

This demo is built around an enterprise called PCS Computing. PCS Computing is a large computer hardware
company that rose to market leadership based on its leading edge technology. Recently the company has
embarked on analyzing financial performance and taking corrective actions to improve cash situation.
We pick up the demo scenario where the Controller Alexis Franks is tasked by the CFO to perform the following:
• Maximize the cash flow of the firm.
• Control or manage the financial risk of the firm.
Say / Show This
Do This
1
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Sign on as user
AFRANKS/
AFRANKS

2

2

Navigate to
Financials>General
Ledger>Overview
dashboard page.
Review Summary
P&L, Cash Cycle,
Balance Sheet and
Top 10 Cost
Centers by
Expenses report.
Select Expense
page on the General
Ledger dashboard.

Alexis signs in and see the General Ledge overview. This page contains the key
metrics and reports that give her a complete summary of what is happening with
General Ledger, including income statement, balance sheet and cash cycle.
She can easily filter the information displayed on the page by selecting the desired
fiscal year or quarter or customer name in the global filter at the top of the page. Also,
she is provided with guided navigation links to view detailed P & L and detailed
Balance Sheet.
She also found it handy to have an ability to look at the Balance Sheet with important
Financial Statement items like current assets (Receivables + Inventory + Prepaid
Expenses), current liabilities (Payables) as well as long lived assets (PPE) without
having to wait for books to close.
Looking at this dashboard page, she realizes that actual revenue growth was negative
3.5% compared to year ago. She decides to have a detailed look at the expenses and
drills down to Expense page of the General Ledger dashboard.
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Expenses page of
G/L dashboard,
provides visibility
into Expenses:
Budget vs Actual,
Top 10 Cost
Centers by
Expenses, Channel
Profitability and Top
10 Cost Centers by
Expenses Variance.
Select Direct Cost
Center Category
under Expenses:
Budget vs Actual.

Here Alexis can analyze some additional details pertaining to expenses like Budgeted
vs Actual expenses, Channel Profitability, Cost Center Expenses and Variances.
She notices that the Direct Cost Center Category is 28.8% of total actual expenses.
Looking at this report, she recognizes Direct Cost Center is an issue and she decides
to drill down into various cost centers under Direct Cost Center Category to continue
with her exepnse analysis.
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Select Online Cost
Center under Direct
Cost Center
Category.
It now drills down to
Expenses Category
by Cost Center.

She observes that there are only two Cost Centers, i.e., Phone and Online, rolled into
Direct Cost Center Category.
She also notices that 83.5% of the expenses under Direct Cost Center Category are
incurred under Online Cost Center.
Alexis gets concerned with expense under Direct Cost Center Category and clicks on
the Online Cost Center expenses for further analysis.
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Select Sales &
Marketing Expenses
under Expnse Name
column.
Note that Expense
Name represents
GL Category.

Here she is presented with a list of direct expenses under different Expense Name
(GL Category).
Upon analysis of this list, Alexis gets concerned about Sales & Marketing Expenses
with large variance amount.
She observed earlier in Overview page of General Ledger dashboard that revenues
were going down whereas Sales & Marketing Expenses here are having large positive
variance amount. She realizes that indirect expenses like Sales & Marketing
Expenses under SG & A on the income statement directly affect the net income.
She takes a note of dollars associated with Sales & Marketing Expenses so that she
can discuss these numbers with VP of Sales and Marketing. This can help her firm
align Sales & Marketing expenses with those programs that result in increased sales
revenue.
She decides to analyze further by clicking on Sales & Marketing Expenses.
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Alexis is presented with a list of various supplier expenses by Cost Center by Expense
Name (GL Category).
She was pleased with her ability to drill down from Budget vs Actual expenses to a
very detailed look at the vendor expenses by cost center. It helped her ensure that
expenses like Sales & Marketing are better aligned with sales goal to improve
revenue.

7

She is now interested in printing this list out take it to her meeting with VP of Sales &
Marketing.
Summary:
What you have seen today is a demonstration of how Oracle General Ledger Analytics
can enable organizations to make better and timely decisions by delivering analytics to
the enterprise.
Oracle BI Applications provide pre-built solutions that dramatically decrease the cost
and risk of an analytics implementation and a robust, flexible environment that allows
end users, not IT developers, to quickly create their own reports, dashboards, alerts
and indicators through an easy to use web interface. This technology, combined with
our robust back-end infrastructure and pre-configured analytic applications, allow
organizations of all sizes to rapidly implement analytic solutions to meet their current
needs, while at the same time providing a scalable infrastructure that can adapt to
their needs in the future.
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